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P R E FA C E T O T H E S E C O N D E D I T I O N

he second edition is more a new book than a new edition. he diferent
chapters of the irst edition have been substantially revised. New chapters have been added on New Approaches to International Law (NAIL)
and Feminist Approaches to International Law (FtAIL). A new theoretical
framework has also been advanced incorporating the insights of Marxism,
socialist feminism and postcolonial theory. In this light, a chapter on an
Integrated Marxist Approach to International Law (IMAIL) replaces the
earlier chapter on a Marxist theory of international law.
It is hoped that the new edition will be useful for students of international law and international relations who wish to have a deeper understanding of both disciplines. For between them these approaches raise
the most vital epistemological and ontological questions that must concern anyone attempting to explain and understand contemporary international law and world order. Indeed, these approaches question, albeit
from diferent standpoints, every single assumption and belief pertaining to the history, structure and process of international law and world
order. hey also engage with and discuss the central issues of our times.
herefore, there is no gain in saying that some familiarity with them will
be rewarding. While the chapters on individual approaches can be read
as standalone chapters, these are also intended to clarify the IMAIL perspective on diferent themes and issues dealt with by them. hus, in an
important sense the entire book may be read as devoted to the elucidation
and elaboration of IMAIL.
I believe that the geographical location of an author has an important
inluence on how diferent theories of international law and world order
are received and evaluated. It is therefore perhaps worth mentioning that
I have had all my formal education in India where I have lived and taught
all my life. It colours the way I approach and look at issues of international
law and also write about them. I would request the readers to bear this
in mind.
xi
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Preface to the Second Edition

In the writing of this edition of the book, I have incurred a great number of debts. It is my pleasant duty to acknowledge them. Above all I wish
to acknowledge the enormous debt of gratitude I owe to the hird World
Approaches to International Law (TWAIL) movement. It has been an
absolute privilege and honour to be part of the TWAIL project which has
shaped in fundamental ways my thinking on international law and world
order. I wish to especially thank fellow travellers Antony Anghie, James
Gathii, Usha Natarajan, Obiora Okafor, Karin Mickelson, Vasuki Nesiah,
Balakrishnan Rajagopal and Hani Syed for their friendship. I also wish to
thank the pioneers of TWAIL scholarship, especially Georges Abi-Saab,
R. P. Anand, Mohammed Bedjaoui, T. E. Elias, Muthuswamy Sornarajah
and Christopher Weeramantry for giving me the conidence to chalk out
my own path.
here are several individuals who helped in the writing of this edition.
Antony Anghie not only commented on the introduction and the chapter on NAIL but also provided moral support throughout the writing of
the book. I have turned to him for advice on countless occasions. Prabha
Kotiswaran, Vasuki Nesiah and Dianne Otto read and commented on
the chapter on feminist approaches to international law, and Siddharth
Malvarappu reviewed the chapter on classical realism. I wish to express
my heartfelt thanks to all of them.
I would also like to take this opportunity to thank José Alvarej, Hilary
Charlesworth, Michael Fakhri, Richard Falk, David Kennedy, Benedict
Kingsbury, Susan Marks, Gregor Noll, Yasuaki Onuma, Anne Orford,
Akbar Rasulov, Siddharth Malvarappu and homas Skouteris for their
encouragement and support over the years.
I would be failing in my duty if I did not thank the two anonymous
reviewers who recommended the publication of this edition to the
Cambridge University Press. heir suggestions on how to improve the
irst edition were very helpful. I would also like to thank Finola O’Sullivan
of Cambridge University Press for her help and guidance in producing
this edition. Needless to add, I alone remain responsible for the shortcomings of the book.
Last but not the least I wish to thank my family for their love and afection without which this book would not have come to fruition.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS TO
THE FIRST EDITION

his study captures and incarcerates the moment of self-clariication.
If it has assumed the form of a book it is because of the felt absence of
any work, written in the developing world, which critically explores the
principal contemporary approaches to international law and world order.
I am deeply grateful to Professor Richard Falk for agreeing to contribute
a foreword. It is my regret that the critical nature of the work prevented
me from recording at length the empathy and solidarity he has shown in
his writings with the cause of the developing world. He has been for me,
as I am sure for many others, an inspirational igure. I would also like to
thank Dr Sudipta Kaviraj for the discussions I had with him on a wide
range of issues. Finally, I would like to thank my wife for the constant
encouragement I received. Needless to add, I alone am responsible for the
errors and infelicities.
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FOREWORD TO THE FIRST EDITION

here has, of course, been signiicant work done by non-Western international law specialists in the several decades since the collapse of the
colonial order. But virtually all of this work, even the most explicitly
anti-Western, has relied on Western approaches in a relatively uncritical
manner. On relection, this reliance is not surprising. here was a strong
tendency for hird World students to receive their advanced graduate
training in law, especially international law, from leading universities in
Europe and North America. Further, the received scholarship was dominated by Western authors.
As a consequence, the emergence of distinctive modes of thought and
analysis failed to accompany the process of decolonisation, or even to follow upon it. Oddly, also, even where intellectual fashions were strongly
inluenced by Marxist currents of thinking, almost all international law
writing emanating from the hird World tried to avoid any ideological
imprint. Here again, it is not diicult to ind an explanation. International
legal work automatically aspired to be scientiic in a Western sense, a pattern evident even in the better work of Soviet international lawyers in the
period ater Stalin. his Soviet work, including that of Grigory Tunkin
and Rein Mullerson, relied almost exclusively on non-Marxist scholarship even when intent on defending Soviet policy positions and attacking
those of the United States. It was pragmatically oriented towards enabling
Soviet bloc participation in the prevailing debates in Western international law circles.
What makes the work of B. S. Chimni so exciting and exceptional is that
it clears the way for a jail-break from such lingering intellectual hegemony. His International Law and World Order; A Critique of Contemporary
Approaches is a double achievement. It is an explicit critique of Western
non-Marxist thinking, but it also lays the basis for a genuinely Marxist
approach rooted in the realities and projects of the hird World. Chimni
displays a real mastery over the complex and diverse material that he discusses, and is impressively fair in presenting criticism, taking real account
xv
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Foreword to the First Edition

of the most serious eforts by the scholars whom he criticises. As one of
those, I can report that reading Chimni’s book is a learning experience,
and does not tempt me to evade criticism with the retort, ‘He has got me
wrong’. His readings of the work of others is careful and his interpretations illuminating.
Let me try briely to explain why Chimni seems successfully embarked
on a long journey of scholarly liberation. Unlike others who have criticised substance, doctrine, and history, Chimni concentrates on the modes
of theorising, pointing to their inadequacies. As such, his book opens the
way for new modes, including his own prescriptions for a Marxist jurisprudence informed by and distinct from the sort of statist distortions and
polemical imperatives that were characteristic of the Soviet era. Such an
orientation strikes me as promising, but by no means exclusive; there are
other orientations toward law-in-the-world that do not draw their primary inspiration from the Marxist tradition, yet ofer a basis for a progressive and coherent approach to international law and world order. For
instance, I continue to work toward the formulation of such a perspective without nearly as explicit ainities as Chimni, while at the same time
acknowledging Marxist inluences.
Among Chimni’s many virtues is his persuasive rehabilitation of
Marxist thought as the foundation for a progressive theory of international law. he timing of publication is intriguing. At the very moment
when much of the West is celebrating ‘the end of history’, Chimni is
convincingly demonstrating that not only does history persist – really, a
rather banal conclusion – but that Marxism, properly regarded, continues
to ofer the preferred vehicle for its most beneicial embodiment. What
Chimni means by Marxism is a rich, varied, and humanist tradition of
thought that encompasses the young Marx, Gramsci, Laclau, Poulantzas,
and Wallerstein. his Marxist orientation ofers the socio-economic
grounding for a new jurisprudence.
here is another reason to celebrate the publication of Chimni’s book.
By taking the trouble to emphasise theoretical approaches, Chimni is
implicitly conirming the importance of international law for progressive
politics at this time. hat is, international law is not reduced to a tool
of foreign oices or as a technical area of expertise that has a bearing
upon the organisation of international life. For Chimni, international law
provides part of the foundation of world order, and as such, needs to be
rooted in fundamental thought about society and the state. Such an outlook is particularly responsive to increasing complexity and intensifying
environmental hazards of global scope. Without a normatively self-aware
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xvii

perspective, international law would again certainly become an instrument for legitimising the oppressive features of the current world order, a
role historically played to fullest extent during the period of colonial rule
and capitalist expansion beyond Europe.
In these early post–Cold War years there is already evident a strong and
conscious disposition to appropriate international law as a hegemonic
instrument of the North, especially the United States. During the 1990
build-up to the Gulf War, George Bush repeatedly insisted that a prime
motive for reversing Iraq’s aggression against Kuwait was the importance
of strengthening international law. Taken in isolation such an assertion
is plausible, but if accompanied by the most minimal recall of the United
States’ own recourse to force on a unilateral basis (for instance, the military intervention in Panama just months earlier) or of the refusal to bring
pressure on Israel to withdraw from the occupied territories of West
Bank, Gaza, and East Jerusalem or on Indonesia to quit East Timor or
West Papua, then the level of hypocrisy is crass. Yet what is more disturbing, than the American project to appropriate international law on behalf
of a comprehensive framework of double standards is the acquiescence of
the rest of the world, especially countries in the South. Such acquiescence
undoubtedly relects a mood of demoralisation, including the conviction
that the United States is in unchallengeably irm control of the institutional and normative structures of international political and economic
life, possibly sharing such control, to the extent necessary, with other centres of capital in the North, especially Japan and Europe.
Fortunately, there are alternative lines of response that create a more
hopeful and far less deterministic prospect for the future. One such line,
about which Chimni is helpfully critical, is the realisation by transnational
political and social forces that international law can be used counterhegemonically. An illustration of this efort to democratise the application
of international law goes back to Bertrand Russell’s idea of constituting a
tribunal of prominent citizens to assess the charges of war crimes being
made in the late 1960s against US political and military leaders during
the Vietnam War. International law in such an arena becomes a valuable
instrument of critical pedagogy and delegitimation. he attempt of such
enactments is not to indict and punish the individuals charged in any
substantive sense, but to give structure and substance to progressive and
symbolic attacks on contested international policies and practices. he
Permanent Peoples Tribunal, centred in Rome, has regularly, since 1976,
held sessions that assessed and condemned interventions by the North
in the South and the use of the IMF and World Bank in oppressive roles.
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A recent instance of reliance on international law in the service of radical
politics has been the Gulf War Crimes Tribunal constituted in 1992 under
the inspirational leadership of Ramsey Clark. In short, these events suggest that peoples as well as states can invoke international law, and have
been doing so with particular efectiveness in such areas as the protection
of human rights and of environmental quality.
Chimni’s progressive jurisprudence is a second line of defence against
new hegemonic designs. It opens the way for a comprehensive rethinking of the substance and role of international law, including a critique
and repudiation of any legal claims that are not based on mutuality. It
cuts through mystiications, and calls for the articulation of a liberation
jurisprudence (in this regard, curiously, legal thought has lagged behind
even theology!), that is, a framework of laws and procedures dedicated
to human well-being, including the enterprise of restructuring the world
economy.
It is only fair to acknowledge that Chimni has started the job that now
needs to be carried further, hopefully by himself, but also by others. Ater
critique comes construction. his book achieves clarity at the critical level,
but it is still enmeshed in Western narratives about the state of the world
and the place of international law and international lawyers in it. here
is, of course, a continuing need for critical discourse of both a speciic
and general nature, especially to identify and discredit attempts to impose
regimes of double standards on behalf of Western interests: a good current challenge would be a critical account of the US-led efort to insist
selectively on non-proliferation of nuclear weaponry without being willing itself to accept even such minimal constraints on its own nuclearism
as a Comprehensive Test Ban or a No First Use Pledge, But possibly even
more important than criticism at this stage would be a jurisprudential
account of international law and world order that carried out positively
the critical mandate that Chimni brilliantly fulils in this book. Hence, as
we read this book with appreciation and admiration, we await his next
in a spirit of expectation, and given the tormented condition of much of
humanity, of urgency.
Richard Falk
Princeton, New Jersey
1992
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